REL-60DA

REL-60SA

REL-60 SERIES
60 TON HYDRAULIC
COMPRESSION TOOL
The REL-60 Series 60 ton press is designed
to compress sleeves and lugs on ACSR and
ACAR transmission and distribution cables.
Operable from any 10,000 psi pumping source,
these tools are portable for easy positioning.
Available in two models: The REL-60SA will
be the perfect compliment to any single acting
system. The REL-60DA features double acting
convenience to eliminate the possibility of
jamming or hanging up.
Accepts most shell type dies currently used
with Alcoa, and Burndy 60 ton presses.

FEATURES:
Lightweight
Removable die cap for easy
connector positioning.
3/8" Screw-type couplers
Tool Stand & Steel Case included
Model

REL-60

Output
Weight

60 ton @ 10,000 psi

Dimensions
Ram Stroke

47 lbs.
5"W x 17"H
1.5" travel

Oil Capacity

303 cc
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Model
Output
Weight
Dimensions
Ram Stroke
Oil Capacity

Breather valve allows
easy conversion for
operation with
single acting
systems.

REL-100SDA
100 ton
95 lbs.
8.25"W x 15"H
.98" travel
.66 pint

Suspension eye allows use
for aerial operations

REL-100SDA

100 TON SINGLE/DOUBLE ACTING
HYDRAULIC CRIMPING TOOL
The REL-100SDA 100 ton press has been
designed to compress sleeves and lugs on
ACSR and ACAR full tension, transmission
and substation connections.
Operable from the REL-1915 electric/
hydraulic pump, REL-10-I intensifier, or any
3/4 hp, 10,000 psi hydraulic power source with
an adequate reservoir.
Accepts most 100 ton shell type dies currently
used with Alcoa, Burndy, and other 100 ton
presses. Double acting feature eliminates the
possibility of jamming or hanging up.
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FEATURES:
Removable die cap for easy
connector positioning.
3/8" Screw-type couplers
Breather valve allows
conversion to single acting
Suspension eye included
Steel case included
Long Life Expectancy
(tested to 50,000 cycles)
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